NetSource Acquires Net Results Hosting Customers
For release June 22, 2009
Dear Valued Customer,
Brian Sullivan of Net Results and Pat Vanderford of NetSource Communications, Inc
are excited to announce an agreement between the two companies for NetSource to
acquire the hosting customers of Net Results (also doing business as Internet Results
and Newramp)! The parties signed the contracts for the purchase on June 17, 2009.
A key business value of NetSource is exceptional customer service. Part of
NetSource's mission statement is “to provide unbeatable customer service.”
NetSource cares greatly for their customers and therefore plans to make this
transition as smooth as possible. With NetSource's past experience with transitions
like this, they know how to do this with a minimum of impact and utmost in care for
their customers. NetSource promises to take the same care in this transition and use
their experience to minimize any impacts to you and existing NetSource customers.
We understand that you will have many questions about how this transition will be
done and how it will impact your businesses and organizations. NetSource plans to
follow up in a few days with more information. NetSource will call you to introduce
itself over the next week or two and will provide more information. In the meantime,
you can find additional information at NetSource's web site
(http://www.ntsource.com/ir). Please go there for additional information. Many of
your questions will be answered there.
Also, expect future billing and support to come from NetSource. Net Results will
continue to support your accounts through this transition, as needed. However,
NetSource should be the primary contact for billing and support. NetSource can get
in contact with Net Results when needed or provide you with the appropriate contact
information.
Also, note that NetSource will be contacting all Net Results customers over the next
two weeks. NetSource will verify your account information including determining
possible credit card payments. NetSource wants to get familiar your account so they
can give you the best support possible going forward.
Net Results expresses its appreciation for your business over the years. NetSource
welcomes you. We are confident that this transition will be a win for everyone.
Sincerely,
Brian Sullivan (for Net Results)
Pat Vanderford (for NetSource)

